Graduate Studies Subcommittee Minutes  
February 28, 2018

Present: A. Avramchuk (Vice Chair); J. Morales-Chicas (HHS); K Bezdencny (NSS); K. Brown (Exec Secretary/Recorder); S. Baker (Lib & SA); P. Nerenberg (EPC Liaison); I. Brooks (ASI); H. Guo (ECST)

Excused Absence: K Wilson (Chair); A. Espinoza (A&L)

Absent:

1. **Call to Order**  
   A. Avramchuk called the meeting to order at 12:20 pm.

2. **Introductions**  
   None

3. **Announcements**  
   - K Brown shared there will be a follow up with the members of the committee that have been absent.

4. **Intent to Raise Questions**  
   None

5. **Approval of Minutes**  
   2/14/2018 - MSP

6. **Approval of Agenda**  
   MSP

7. **Old Business – Tabled**  
   - Developing Graduate Program Learning Outcomes: The committee continued to work on the draft of the Graduate Level Learning Outcomes and will be finalizing at the next meeting.

8. **Curricular Items**  
   - The committee reviewed and approved the Multiple Subject Clear/Induction Credential Program proposal.
   - Dr. Brown shared that the elevation proposal is uploaded for the committee to review.

9. **Adjournment**  
   Meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm.